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Abstract. We demonstrate fluorescence-enhanced optical imaging of
single and multiple fluorescent targets within a large ��1081 cm3�
phantom using frequency-domain photon migration measurements of
fluorescence collected at individual points in response to illumination
of excitation light at individual points on the boundary. The tissue
phantom was filled with a 1% lipid solution with and without
0.01 �M Indocyanine Green �ICG� and targets consisted of vials filled
with the 1% lipid containing 1–2.5 �M ICG. Measurements were
acquired using a modulated intensified CCD imaging system under
different experimental conditions. For 3-D image reconstruction, the
gradient-based penalty modified barrier function �PMBF� method with
simple bounds constrained truncated Newton with trust region
method �CONTN� was used. Targets of 0.5, 0.6, and 1.0 cm3 at
depths of 1.4–2.8 cm from the phantom surface were tomographi-
cally reconstructed. This work demonstrates the practicality of
fluorescence-enhanced tomography in clinically relevant volumes.
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1 Introduction

Near-infrared �NIR� optical imaging was originally developed
for cancer screening based upon the endogenous absorption
contrast due to angiogenesis and increased hemoglobin
absorbance.1–10 Since angiogenesis-induced contrast may be
nonexistent or not significant in early metastatic lesions, di-
agnostic detection may not always be feasible with NIR ab-
sorption imaging. In addition, the ability to obtain molecular
information from deep, small, and cancer-specific tissue re-
gions from NIR measurement of endogenous absorption alone
may have limited diagnostic value. To alleviate these difficul-
ties, exogenous contrast based on targeting and reporting fluo-
rophores may be necessary.11–21 Time-dependent boundary
measurements have been shown to amplify contrast for fluo-
rescence measurements due to the time delays associated with
fluorescence decay kinetics.14,15 Yet the reduced signal-to-
noise of emission measurements �when compared to absorp-
tion imaging at one single wavelength� creates difficulties for
tomographic reconstructions in large, clinically relevant
volumes.16

In the past, measured diffuse fluorescence in response to
point illumination of continuous wave �CW� excitation light
has been acquired for reconstructing contrast-enhanced targets
in small volumes �less than 100 cm3�17–21 and, using time-
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dependent measurements, in relatively larger volumes �less
than 260 cm3�.20–24 In these studies, sufficient fluorescence
generation and collection across the depth of the entire phan-
tom was possible and hence, three-dimensional image recon-
struction was viable. However, in large volumes with deeply
positioned fluorescent targets, the fluorescence signal at the
boundary may be six orders of magnitude or less than the
propagated incident excitation light. In addition, excitation
light leakage through interference filters represents a noise
floor that decreases the signal-to-noise ratio �SNR� of fluores-
cent measurements.25 Consequently, the signal-to-noise of the
collected fluorescence signal at the boundary decreases with
greater target depth and smaller target size in large volumes.
Since illumination by excitation light from a single point in-
terrogates a relatively small portion of tissue volume, a series
of single pairs of illumination and collection points are re-
quired to illuminate the whole tissue volume. Hence, a high
density of measurements in a relatively small volume is re-
quired for 3-D imaging purposes.

Since the survival chance of breast cancer drops from a
rate of about 95% when the lesion is about 0.5 cm in size to
a rate of 75% when the cancer is treated at a size of about
2.5 cm,26 a successful reconstruction algorithm must enable
reconstruction of targets as small as 0.5 cm at different tissue
depths in order for fluorescence-enhanced optical tomography
to be clinically relevant. Hence, one of our main objectives of
1083-3668/2006/11�4�/044007/17/$22.00 © 2006 SPIE
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this study is to reconstruct the target as small as 0.5 cm at a
depth of 2.8 cm using phantom data. Reconstruction of
smaller targets may be possible by incorporating an adaptive
finite element technique.27 Reconstructions of multiple targets
mimic the clinically relevant situation of metastatic spread
and also are a hallmark of fluorescence-enhanced optical to-
mography.

Previously, we have developed an image reconstruction al-
gorithm based on the penalty modified barrier function
�PMBF� method with simple bound constraint technique
�CONTN� and applied for reconstruction of an immersed
fluorescent target following area illumination with modulated
excitation light.28 In this paper, the same PMBF/CONTN al-
gorithm is used for fluorescence measurements acquired from
a breast-shaped phantom containing single and multiple tar-
gets that are illuminated with points of modulated excitation
light �100 MHz� on the boundary surface. In this approach, a
forward problem described by the coupled diffusion equations
with assumed optical properties of the phantom is solved by
the finite element method to predict the fluorescence measure-
ments on the boundary. The PMBF with the constrained trun-
cated Newton with trust region method �CONTN� is then used
within the inverse problem to update the values of the optical
properties of the phantom that minimizes the errors between
the boundary measurements and those calculated from the for-
ward problem. The PMBF/CONTN algorithm is gradient-
based, and the gradients are calculated accurately and effi-
ciently by reverse automatic differentiation technique
enabling its use for large problems.29 Furthermore, since we
employ a methodology to compute the Lagrange multiplier
parameters that essentially regularize the solution, there is no
a priori information required, and the potential for commit-
ting the “inverse crime” is avoided.

It is well known that Tikhonov regularization is used for
ill-posed inverse problem like optical tomography problems.
In the Tikhonov technique, the Lagrange parameter is intro-
duced to make the inverse problem well-posed, i.e., improv-
ing the condition number of the Hessian matrix. The
Tikhonov regularization method does not allow imposition of
physical constraints but does allow mathematical constraints.
The PMBF/CONTN method uses the Lagrange multipliers
similar to the Tikhonov method but allows physical con-
straints. The main object of this study is to investigate
whether our algorithm can reconstruct images from measure-
ment data using heterogeneities of different volumes and at
different depths under perfect and imperfect uptake conditions
including

1. when the heterogeneity is 1.0 to 2.8 cm deep from the
surface,

2. when the volume of the heterogeneity is as small as
0.5 cm3 �spherical�, and

3. when there are multiple heterogeneities as in our ex-
ample where three spherical heterogeneities ��0.55 cm3� are
located at depths of 1.2 to 1.4 cm.

In the following, the phantom and the measurement technique
using point illumination/point collection are briefly described.
The PMBF/CONTN algorithm for fluorescence-enhanced to-
mography is next described and the reconstructed images that

demonstrate three-dimensional optical tomographic recon-
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struction on a large tissue phantom using point illumination/
collection are presented within the Results and Discussion
section.

Finally, this work shows the ability to use the PMBF/
CONTN algorithm in different measurement geometries that
was previously displayed to reconstruct 3-D interior images of
targets from area illumination/detection geometries.28 The
lack of need for a priori parameters enables algorithm perfor-
mance in both areas as well as point illumination geometries.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 The Phantom Using Point Illumination/Point

Collection Geometry
In this study, image reconstructions were performed using
measured fluorescent light intensity and phase-shift acquired
on the surface of a breast-shaped phantom as shown in Fig. 1.
The hemispherical portion of the phantom �10-cm diameter�
represents the breast tissue and the cylindrical portion �20-cm
diameter and 2.5-cm height� represents the extended chest
wall regions. Point illumination and point collection geometry
was used to acquire data using optical fibers of 1-mm diam-
eter that were located in concentric rings along the hemi-
spherical surface of the phantom. The tissue phantom was
filled with a 1% Liposyn solution to mimic the scattering
properties of tissue. Different spherical target volumes �0.5
and 1.0 cm3� were filled with the 1% lipid containing 1 �M
Indocyanine Green as the fluorophore. The targets were
placed 1.4–2.8 cm deep within the phantom �for further de-
tails on the phantom and measurement geometry, see Refs.
30–32�. The optical properties of the background and targets

Fig. 1 Schematic showing point illumination and point collection of a
breast-shaped phantom with the cup-shaped portion �10-cm diam-
eter� representing the breast tissue, and the cylindrical portion �20-cm
diameter and 2.5-cm height� representing the extended chest wall
region around the breast. Phantom set-up including collection fibers
that are interfaced to the hemispherical surface of the phantom on one
end, and to either of two interfacing plates on the other end.
used in these experiments are given in Table 1. In experiments
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#1–7, 1 �M ICG was used in the spherical target while in
experiment #8, three �0.5 cc spherical targets containing
2.5 �M ICG were positioned within the background contain-
ing no ICG.

2.2 Measurement Approach
Time-dependent emission measurements reflecting light
propagation and decay kinetics were made using frequency-
domain techniques. The phantom was sequentially illuminated
at a single point on the phantom surface with intensity modu-
lated excitation light �783 nm at 100 MHz modulation fre-
quency� using 1000-�m diameter fiber optics to deliver exci-
tation light. The fluorescent signal �830 nm� was collected
from point locations on phantom surface via 1000-�m diam-
eter optical fibers. Interference �830 nm� and holographic fil-
ters were used to block the excitation light. The light emitted
from the ends of all collecting fibers were simultaneously col-
lected using a gain-modulated intensified charge coupled de-
vice �ICCD� camera that was operated in homodyne mode.
That is, the ICCD camera was used for simultaneous data
acquisition from multiple collection fibers that were inter-
faced as 2-D arrays onto an interfacing plate to collect emis-
sion AC intensity IACm

and emission phase-shift �m. Fluores-
cent measurements were acquired following illumination at
single points, where the data used for reconstruction had an
average fluorescent modulation depth �AC/DC� greater than
0.1.

2.3 Imaging Trials Conducted
Experiments were conducted under different experimental
conditions in which the fluorescent contrast of the target to

Table 1 Optical properties of target and surroun

Optical properties Perfect uptake

Target Ba

Excitationa

�axf
+�axi

�cm−1�
Experiments 1–7

0.30+0.0248 0.0

Emissiona

�amf
+�ami

�cm−1�
Experiments 1–7

0.050+0.0332 0.0

Excitationb

�axf
+�axi

�cm−1�
Experiments 8

0.750+0.0248 0.0

Emissionb

�amf
+�ami

�cm−1�
Experiments 8

0.130+0.0332 0.0

aConcentration of ICG 1 �M.
bConcentration of ICG 2 �M.
cThe value for example, 0.0 represents the optical prop
�axi

where the total summation of �axf
+�axi

is equiva
distinguish absorption due to fluorophore, �axf

, and abs
�axf

,�axi
: Absorption coefficient due to the fluorophore

�amf
,�ami

: Absorption coefficient due to the fluorophore
Lifetime, �, was 0.56 ns;quantum efficiency, �, was 0
emission, �sm wavelength were 10.88 and 9.82 cm−1,
background ratio �Target:Background�T:B� was either 1:0 or
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100:1. In the case of perfect uptake �T:B�1:0�, the objective
was to detect fluorescent targets in an otherwise nonfluores-
cent background as may be the case for sentinel lymph node
mapping. Here the fluorescent contrast agent may be injected
peritumorally for uptake and mapping of the lymph flow to
the major nodes in the body, and the background is essentially
nonfluorescent. In the case of imperfect uptake �T:B�100:1�,
the objective was to mimic the optical contrast for systemi-
cally administered, molecularly targeting fluorescent contrast
agents. When systemically administered, the agent is typically
distributed in the background as well as within the target. We
initially employ an optimal T:B ratio of 100:1 due to experi-
mental limitations described ahead in the Discussion section.

Measurements were performed with a single spherical tar-
get of 0.5 cm3 or 1.0 cm3 volume at depths ranging from 1.4
to 2.8 cm from the phantom surface �based upon the centroid
of the target�. Measurements were also performed with mul-
tiple spherical targets of 0.5–0.6 cm3 volumes at approxi-
mately 1.4-cm distance from the phantom surface. In sum-
mary, eight experiments were conducted for tomographic
reconstruction as described in Tables 1 and 2. The number of
fluorescence intensity IACm

and phase shift �m measurements
made on the surface of the phantom for image reconstruction
from each experiment are also given in Table 2.

A reference scheme was used in this experimental data to
reduce the instrument effects and the unknown source
strength.24,33 In the reference scheme, the emission fluences,
�m, from multiple collection fiber locations were referenced
with respect to the emission fluence data from a single speci-

in perfect and imperfect data measurement sets.

Imperfect uptake

nd Target Background

48c 0.30+0.0248 0.003+0.0248

322 0.05+0.0332 0.0005+0.0332

248 none none

322 none none

f
and the value 0.0248 represents the optical property

the total absorption properties. This is our attempt to
due to chromophore, �axi

, in the phantom.
omophore at excitation wavelength.
romophore at emission wavelength.
nd the isotropic coefficients at the excitation, �sx and
ively.
dings

ckgrou

+0.02

+0.0

+0.0

+0.0

erty �ax
lent to
orption
and chr
and ch

.016; a
respect
fied reference collection fiber �ref� as given in Eq. �1�:
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��m�p

��m�ref
p = 1, . . . ,NB �1�

where p is the position of collection on the surface of the
phantom and NB is the number collecting fibers on the sur-
face. Thus, the relative phase shift and AC ratio were calcu-
lated from the difference in phase �i.e., ���m�p= ��m�p
− ��m�ref� and the ratios of amplitude �i.e., ��IACm

�p

= �IACm
�p / �IACm

�ref�. The location of the reference positions
were selected for each source, as the reference measurement
was taken at least 2 cm away from the point of excitation
illumination.30

2.4 The Forward Problem to Predict Intensity �IAC�
and Phase-Shift ��� on Boundary Points

The diffusely propagated fluorescence in response to excita-
tion illumination is predicted by the coupled diffusion Eqs. �2�
and �3�:

− � · �Dx�r�� � �x�r�,��� + � i�

c
+ �ax

�r�� + �axf
�r����x�r�,��

Table 2 Experimental conditions, number of tar
surements, relative model mismatch error of amp
of the inverse problems using Mesh 1 �coarse me

Expt. Target
Depth
�cm�

Target
vol.

�cm3�
Rat
�T:B

1 1 1.4 1 1:0

2 1 1.4 1 100:

3 1 2.0 1 1:0

4 1 2.0 1 100:

5 1 2.8 1 1:0

6 1 2.8 1 100:

7 1 2.8 �0.5 1:0

8 3 1.2–1.4 �0.55 1:0

aTarget:background ratio of absorption due to fluoropho
bTarget:background ratio of absorption due to fluoropho
cRelative model mismatch error of amplitude EIAC

�Eq. �8
dRelative model mismatch error of phase-shift E� �Eq. �9
eMesh 1 �coarse� 6956 nodes, 34,413 tetrahedral elem
tetrahedral elements �unknowns 18,105�.
= S on 	 �2�
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− � · �Dm�r�� � �m�r�,��� + � i�

c
+ �am

�r����m�r�,��

= ��axf

1

1 − i��
�x�r�,�� on 	 �3�

Here, �x and �m are the AC components of the excitation and
emission photon fluence �photons/cm2/sec� at position r, re-
spectively; � is the angular modulation frequency �rad/s�; c is
the speed of light within the medium �cm/s�; �axi

is the ab-
sorption due to chromophores �cm−1�; and �axf

is the absorp-
tion due to fluorophores �cm−1�. Dx,m is the optical diffusion
coefficient equivalent to 1/3��ax,m

+�sx,m
� �, where �sx,m

� is the
isotropic scattering coefficient �cm−1� and �ax,m

is the total
absorption coefficient, at the respective wavelengths. The total
absorption at the emission wavelength �am

is equal to the
absorption due to nonfluorescent chromophore �axi

and fluo-
rescent choromophores �amf

. The right-hand term of Eq. �2�
describes the generation of fluorescence within the medium.
The term � represents the quantum efficiency of the fluores-
cence process, which is defined as the probability that an ex-
cited fluorophore will decay radiatively, and � is the fluoro-

cation of targets, number of experimental mea-
�EIAc

� phase-shift �E��, and number of unknowns
d Mesh 2 �fine mesh�.

Number of
measurements

Number of
mismatch error
more than 50%

EIAC
c E�

d Meshe

547 165 201 1

388 126 218 1

180 94 128 1

466 380 389 1

145 88 90 1

68 108 2

468 266 249 1

232 236 2

334 134 113 1

123 100 2

276 145 72 1

120 100 2

�. Perfect uptake condition.
:1�. Imperfect uptake condition.

nknowns 6956�, Mesh 2 �fine� 18,105 nodes, 94,767
gets, lo
litude
sh� an

io
�

a

1b

a

1b

a

1b

a

a

re �1:0
re �100
��.

��.
ents �u
phore lifetime �ns�. The numerical solutions for the excitation
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and emission fluence distributions given in Eqs. �2� and �3�
are obtained using the Robin boundary condition.34 The
Galerkin finite element method with tetrahedral elements was
used to solve differential Eqs. �2� and �3�. From the solution
of �m, the values of the amplitude, IACm

, and phase shift, �m,
can be determined from the relationship

�m = IACm
exp�i�m� �4�

Two finite elements meshes were employed for the forward
problem. The first contained 6956 nodes with 34,413 tetrahe-
dral elements �denoted below as Mesh 1� while the second,
more refined mesh contained 18,105 nodes with 94,767 tetra-
hedral elements �defined as Mesh 2�. This second mesh was
used to demonstrate the impact of discretization of image
resolution and accuracy. Twenty-seven seconds and 253 sec-
onds of CPU time were required to solve the coupled excita-
tion and emission equations for Mesh 1 and Mesh 2, respec-
tively. All the computations were performed in double
precision on a SUN-blade 100 UNIX workstation.

2.5 Formulation for Image Reconstruction
The starting point for formulating the reconstruction as an
optimization problem begins with defining the error function
E��axf

,��,

E��axf
,�� =

1

2�
p=1

NB

��log�Zp�cal − log�Zp�mea��log�Zp�cal
*

− log�Zp�mea
* �� �5�

subject to the constraint 	l
�axf

u
, where l is the lower

and u is the upper bounds of �axf
given as n vector. For

optical tomography problems, the user can specify range, i.e.,
the lower and upper bounds, for each variable based on physi-
cal consideration. In Eq. �5�, cal denotes the value calculated
by the forward problem, mea denotes the experimental mea-
sured values, and NB is the number of detectors. The super-
script * denotes the complex conjugate of the complex num-
ber Zp. Zp is comprised of the referenced fluorescent
amplitude, IACrefp

, and the referenced phase shift �refp
mea-

sured at boundary point, p, in response to point illumination.
Specifically, the referenced measurement at boundary point p
was given by

Zp = IACrefp
exp�i�refp

� �6�

where

IACrefp
=

IACp

IACmax

; �refp
= �p − �atIACmax

The reference scheme for the calculated data, �Zp�cal was the
same as that used for the measured data, �Zp�mea.

In the inverse problem, the selection of the error function
�as given by Eq. �5�� is important, because it determines how
the measurements are related to the model. The fluence, �m
= IACei�, has been chosen because it contains all the available
information and can be related to the observable measure-
ments of amplitude intensity, IAC, and phase shift, �. Since

absolute measurements are not practical to acquire due to in-
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strumentation effects and inability to calibrate each source,
the measurement data and the calculated fluence were normal-
ized as given in Eq. �1�. The error function provides the dif-
ference between the normalized measurement and normalized
computed fluence. We take the difference of the log of mea-
sured and computed normalized values since it results in a
difference in phase and ratio of amplitude. We find this ap-
proch most effective. Since comparison of the difference of
two complex values is difficult to translate into any physical
meaning, the complex conjugate is introduced in Eq. �5� to
ensure the error function is a real-valued norm.

The constrained truncated Newton with trust region
�CONTN� method35,36 and the nonlinear conjugate method
were used to optimize the error function �Eq. �5�� using the
measured data. While target reconstructions were obtained us-
ing simulated data,35,36 these methods failed to reconstruct
targets when using experimental data. The most popular
method for illconditioned problems is to use Tikhonov’s regu-
larization technique.37 The difficult and time-consuming task
in Tikhonov regularization is to find the value of the regular-
ization parameter given ground truth, something which is not
available in true imaging situations. Hence, the PMBF/
CONTN method was developed as described in Ref. 28. A
brief description is contained in the following:

In the PMBF method, we use the modified barrier penalty
function, M �termed hereafter as the barrier function�, to in-
corporate the constraints directly within the optimization
variable:28,38–40

min
�a

M��axf
,�,�� = E��axf

� − ��
i=1

n

�i
l f i��axfi

− l�

+ �i
uf i�u − �axfi

� �7�

where � is a penalty/barrier term, n is the number of nodal
points, �l and �u are vectors of Lagrange multipliers for the
bound constraints for the lower and upper bonds, respectively.
From Eq. �7� one can see that the simple bounds are included
in the barrier function M. The function f and Lagrange mul-
tiplier � are described elsewhere.28

The PMBF method is performed in two stages within an
inner and an outer iteration. The outer iteration updates the
Lagrange multiplier, �. Formulations used to update these pa-
rameters at each outer iteration are provided in Ref. 28. Using
the calculated values of the parameters � and f , CONTN is
applied to minimize the penalty barrier function described by
Eq. �7�. Once satisfactory convergence within the inner itera-
tion reached, the Lagrange multipliers, �, and the barrier pa-
rameter, �, are updated in outer iteration and another con-
strained optimization is started within the inner iteration. A
precise description on the PMBF/CONTN algorithm is pro-
vided in Ref. 28. Herein we also use the modified method of
Breitfeld and Shanno39 for initializing the Lagrange multipli-
ers without a priori information. This effectively removes the
need to choose an appropriate initial values of the Lagrange
multipliers based upon ground truth, which in actual imaging
is not known. The success of the algorithm depends upon the

consistent convergence of both inner and outer iteration loops.
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2.6 Evaluation of Reconstructed Images

2.6.1 Model mismatch
In a phantom study it is possible to find the mismatch between
“ground truth” and the discretized finite element method pre-
dictions given the true conditions specified in Table 1. This
information provides the model mismatch error and enables
examination of whether the PMBF/CONTN algorithm can re-
construction images given a known level of model mismatch
errors. The relative model mismatch error of referenced am-
plitude and referenced phase shift are calculated at each de-
tector point p, on the surface of the phantom using the fol-
lowing equations:

�EIAC
�p = � �IACref

�mea − �IACref
�cal

�IACref
�cal

�
p

 100 % ,

p = 1, . . . ,NB �8�

�E��p = � ��ref�mea − ��ref�cal

��ref�cal
�

p
 100 % ,

p = 1, . . . ,NB �9�

2.6.2 Merits of reconstruction algorithm
Both qualitative �visual� agreement and quantitative figures of
merit were used to assess the accuracy of the optimization
techniques. The root mean squares were calculated:

RMSE =1

n�
i=1

n

���axf
�true − ��axf

�cal�2 �10�

where n is the number of nodal points in the finite element
mesh. The RSME criteria would not be possible to apply in
clinical situations because no true image is known. However,
the RSME criteria provide the principal advantage of conduct-
ing evaluation of our algorithm using phantom data.

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Model Mismatch Error
The number of measurements in which the relative model
mismatch errors of fluorescent amplitude �EIAC

� and phase
shift �E�� were greater than 50% is given in Table 2. In all the
experiments, the relative model mismatch errors of the ampli-
tude are lower than that of phase shift. From Table 2, it can be
seen that

1. the percentage number of relative model mismatch er-
rors greater than 50% was less for the perfect uptake case
compared to that of the imperfect uptake,

2. the percentage number of relative model mismatch er-
rors greater than 50% was less for Mesh 2 compared to that of
Mesh 1,

3. the percentage number of relative model mismatch er-
rors greater than 50% was increased considerably as the target
depth increased from 1.4 cm to 2.8 cm from the surface.

The relative mismatch errors are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for

experiment #1 using Mesh 1. Figures 2 and 3 show histo-
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grams of the relative mismatch error of referenced fluorescent
amplitude intensity, IACref

, and referenced phase shift �ref, re-
spectively. The reasons for such errors are discussed in detail
in Refs. 30 and 31, but briefly they reflect discretization, mea-
surement, and experimental error.

3.2 Target Depth Study �Single Spherical 1-cm3

Target�
The absorption coefficient due to the fluorescent, �axf

, was
reconstructed for the experiments #1–6. Figure 4 illustrates
the PMBF/CONTN recovery of absorption coefficient due to
fluorescence from referenced fluorescent measurements in ex-
periment #1 made under perfect uptake conditions. Similar
imaging results were obtained for experiments #2–6 for brev-
ity, results are not shown. Tables 3 and 4 summarize all the
computed runs of experiments #1–6. In this set of reconstruc-
tions, the lower and the upper bounds were chosen to be
0.003 cm−1 and 0.3 cm−1, respectively. Since the known
amount of fluorophore was introduced, we can specify a lower
bound greater than zero, and an upper bound of some practi-
cal value. Figure 4�a� represents the actual spatial distribution
of fluorescence absorption coefficient, �axf

, in Z=2.4-cm
plane through the target when a target centroid of volume
1.0 m3 was located at 0.5, −2.5, and 2.5 cm away from the
surface �experiment #1� while Fig. 4�b� shows the recon-
structed target in Z=2.4-cm plane through the target using an
initial guess of uniform �axf

0 to be 0.003 cm−1 and the initial
Lagrange multipliers set to �i

0=1000 for perfect uptake con-
dition. The reconstructed targets using the initial Lagrange
multiplier set to �i

0=1, 10, and 100 were identifiable �for

Fig. 2 Histogram of relative model mismatch error, EIAC
, defined by

Eq. �8� of fluorescence reference intensity IACref
for experiment #1.

Fig. 3 Histogram of relative model mismatch error, E�, defined by Eq.

�9� of fluorescence reference phase-shift �ref for experiment #1.
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Fig. 4 Distribution of absorption coefficient due to fluorophore �axf
cm−1 with 1.0 cm3 spherical target located at 1.4 cm deep from the surface

�centroid, 0.5, −2.5, 2.5� under perfect uptake condition at Z=2.4-cm plane through the target, �a� actual distribution of the absorption coefficient
due to fluorophore, �b� reconstructed image using initial value �axf

0 =0.003 cm−1 and �0=1000, �c� reconstructed image using initial value �axf

0

=0.003 cm−1 and calculated �0 �experiment #1, Mesh 1�.
Journal of Biomedical Optics July/August 2006 � Vol. 11�4�044007-7
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brevity data not shown� but were consistently smaller in size
than the actual target. In addition, the locations of the targets
were shifted from the actual target position toward the illumi-
nation surface without the reconstruction of artifacts. Our re-
sults were the same with different initial values of �axf

0 , if of
course the initial values of �axf

0 were chosen between the
lower and upper bounds. To choose an initial value that vio-
lates these bounds violates the physics of the problem. Figure
4�c� shows the reconstructed target in Z=2.4-cm plane using
the initial value of �i

0 computed using the method of Breitfeld
and Shanno.39 It is seen from Fig. 4 that the reconstructed
targets are clearly identifiable and the shapes of the recon-
structed targets are slightly larger than the true target. Similar
trends were observed for other experiments as given in Tables
3 and 4. Nonetheless it is found that it was not necessary to
find the initial values of the Lagrange multiplier �i

0 by com-
parison with ground truth on a trial-and-error basis; but in-
stead we could use the simple least-squares procedure to com-
pute these values. Similar phenomena were observed when
this reconstruction algorithm was applied to a phantom study

28

Table 3 Summary of figures of targets reconstruc
as a function of initial value of the absorption co
Lagrange multiplier �0=1000 as well as calculat
surement �experiments #1–4� using Mesh 1.

Exp.
Lagrange

�0
Time
�min.�

Centroid
�xyz� �cm

1d Actual 0.5−2.5 2

�0=1000 44 0.5−2.5 2

Cal �0a 60 0.5−2.5 2

2d Actual 0.5−2.5 2

�0=1000 25 0.5−2.5 2

Cal �0a 34 0.5−2.5 2

3d Actual 0.5−1.4 2

�0=1000 20 0.4−1.4 2

Cal �0a 29 0.4−1.4 2

4d Actual 0.5−1.4 2

�0=1000 33 0.4−1.4 2

Cal �0a 40 0.4−1.4 2

1e Actual 0.5−2.5 2

Cal �0a 82 0.5−2.5 2

aUsing calculated Lagrange multiplier �i
0 �Ref. 28�.

bRoot mean square error �RMSE, Eq. �10��.
cMesh 1 �coarse� with 6956 nodes, Mesh 2 �fine� with
dLower and upper bound �0.003, 0.3�.
eLower and upper bounds �0.002, 0.4�.
fMaximum absorption coefficient due to fluorophore in t
using area illumination/collection geometry.

Journal of Biomedical Optics 044007-
Ten inner iterations and 10 outer iterations were required
to reconstruct these images. The reconstructed images did not
improve when we increased the number of inner iterations to
20 and outer iterations to 20. The total CPU time required
with the different initial values of the Lagrange multipliers are
given in Tables 3 and 4. It can be seen that less CPU was
required when the initial Lagrange multipliers were chosen to
be, �0=1000 than when the values of �0 were calculated.

For quantitative analysis of the reconstructed images, val-
ues of the RMSE are listed in Tables 3 and 4. The RMSE
values are small when the initial Lagrange multipliers were
chosen to be �0=1000. The RSME values improved further
when the initial Lagrange multipliers were calculated. Estima-
tion of the target centriod with respect to the true centriod is
tabulated in Tables 3 and 4. The targets were reconstructed
close to their true locations with no artifacts as shown in Fig.
4. In the cases of the perfect or imperfect experiments, the
reconstructed depth targets were not underestimated as depth
of the target increased from 1 cm to 2.8 cm.

These figures show that the PMBF/CONTN method is

PU time and the root mean square error �RMSE�
nt due to fluorophore �axf

0 =0.003 and the initial
�Ref. 28� for perfect and imperfect uptake mea-

RMSEb Meshc
Volume
�cm3�

Maxf

�axf
�cm−1�

1 1.0 0.3

0.0133 1 2.1 0.24

0.0122 1 2.1 0.17

1 1.0 0.3

0.0128 1 2.8 0.17

0.0123 1 2.5 0.11

1 1.0 0.3

0.0122 1 1.9 0.17

0.0116 1 1.9 0.17

1 1.0 0.3

0.0113 1 1.9 0.16

0.0111 1 1.9 0.17

1 1.0 0.3

0.0194 1 2.7 0.27

nodes.

t region.
tion, C
efficie
ed �0

�

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.6

.6

.5

.6

.6

.5

.5

18,105

he targe
stable and accurate given the number of iterations required.
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Fig. 5 Distribution of absorption coefficient due to fluorophore �axf
cm−1 with 1.0 cm3 spherical target located at 2.8 cm deep �centroid 0.5, −1.5,

1.5� under perfect uptake condition at Z=1.4-cm plane through the target, �a� actual distribution of the absorption coefficient due to fluorophore,
�b� reconstructed image using initial value �axf

0 =0.003 cm−1 and �0=1000, �c� reconstructed image using initial value �axf

0 =0.003 cm−1 and
0
calculated � �experiment #5, Mesh 2�.
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The inner iteration is completed when the value of the barrier
function is very small and further decrease is not possible. To
summarize, the PMBF method with simple bounds on the
optical properties of the tissue provides fast access to image
recovery.

It is seen from Fig. 4 that the reconstructed targets are at
the “true” location but larger in size. This may be due to large
mesh sizes. To investigate this, a finer mesh �Mesh 2� was
used. Figure 5 shows the recovery of absorption coefficient
due to fluorophore by the PMBF/CONTN algorithm using the
measurement data of experiment #5, i.e., a 10-cm3 spherical
target embedded 2.8 cm deep �centroid 0.5, −1.5, 1.5�. Figure
5�a� shows the true distribution of the absorption coefficient
due to fluorophore in Z=1.4-cm plane through the target
while Fig. 5�b� is the reconstructed images in Z=1.4-cm
plane through the target using the initial Lagrange multiplier
�0=1000. Figure 5�c� is reconstructed in Z=1.4-cm plane
through the target using the initial Lagrange multipliers �0

computed using the method of Breitfeld and Shanno.39 The
quantitative measures associated with the reconstructed im-
ages are listed in Tables 3 and 4. It is seen in Tables 3 and 4

Table 4 Summary of figures of targets reconstruc
as a function of initial value of the absorption coe
and the initial Lagrange multiplier �0=1000 as w
uptake measurements �Experiments #5–6� using M

Exp.
Lagrange

�0
Time
�min.�

Centroid
�xyz� �cm

5d Actual 0.5−1.5 1

�0=1000 23 0.4−1.5 1

Cal �0a 29 0.4−1.5 1

6d Actual 0.5−1.5 1

�0=1000 28 0.4−1.5 1

Cal �0a 45 0.4−15 1

5d Actual 0.5−1.5 1

�0=1000 100 0.4−1.5 1

Cal �0a 170 0.4−1.5 1

6d Actual 0.5−1.5 1

�0=1000 130 0.4−1.5 1

Cal �0a 230 0.4−1.5 1

6e Actual 0.5−1.5 1

Cal �0a 43 0.4−1.5 1

aUsing calculated Lagrange multiplier �i
0 �Ref. 28�.

bRoot mean square error �RMSE, Eq. �10��.
cMesh 1 �coarse� with 6956 nodes, Mesh 2 �fine� with
dLower and upper bound �0.003, 0.3�.
eLower and upper bounds �0.002, 0.4�.
fMaximum absorption coefficient due to fluorophore in t
that the volume of the reconstructed target is smaller in the
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fine mesh than that of coarse mesh. The volumes of the con-
structed targets are larger than the true volumes under condi-
tions of imperfect uptake. Thus, the results show that a finer
mesh provides a reconstructed volume closer to the actual
volume. However, it is seen from Figs. 4 and 5 that the loca-
tions of the reconstructed images using both fine and coarse
the finte element meshes are at the same locations as ground
truth. As before, the centroids of the reconstructed targets us-
ing finer mesh are close to their true locations as given in
Table 4. The maximum values of the absorption coefficients
due to fluorophore in the reconstructed targets region and the
true values are given in Tables 3 and 4, which show that these
values are closer to true values when a fine mesh used. The
RSME using the fine mesh was slightly less than that of
coarse mesh. Time required to reconstruct a target at 2.8 cm
deep using the computed Lagrange multipliers on the Mesh 2
was 3 hr 50 min and on Mesh 1 was 45 min �Tables 3 and 4�.
The time required to reconstruct the same sized target placed
at 2 cm deep using the computed Lagrange multiplier on
Mesh 2 was 2 hr 50 min while on Mesh 1 it took 29 min.
Thus we see that the CPU time required for target reconstruc-

PU time, and the root mean square error �RMSE�
t due to fluorophore �axf

0 =0.003 and 0.002 cm−1

calculated �0 �Ref. 28� for perfect and imperfect
and Mesh 2.

RMSEb Meshc
Volume
�cm3�

Maxf

�axf
�cm−1�

1 1.0 0.3

0.0148 1 3.0 0.18

0.0134 1 3.1 0.17

1 1.0 0.3

0.0145 1 3.0 0.18

0.0137 1 3.1 0.17

2 1.0 0.3

0.0128 2 1.9 0.19

0.0120 2 1.9 0.18

2 1.0 0.3

0.0129 2 1.8 0.18

0.0119 2 1.9 0.19

1 1.0 0.3

0.0176 1 3.1 0.17

nodes.

t region.
tion, C
fficien
ell as
esh 1

�

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

18,105
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tion increases as the number of measurements increases, the
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target becomes deeper, and the mesh more refined.
We have demonstrated that the PMBF/CONTN recon-

structed the targets accurately when the lower bound and the
upper bounds of the absorption coefficient due to fluorophore,
�axf

, were 0.003 and 0.3 cm−1, respectively, and the initial
value of �axf

were between the lower and upper bounds. In
order to investigate the influence of the lower and upper
bounds on the performance of the algorithm PMBF/CONTN,
the lower bound and the upper bound of �axf

, were chosen to
be 0.002 cm−1 and 0.4 cm−1, respectively, and the initial val-
ues of �axf

were between these bounds. Figure 6 illustrates the
recovery of absorption coefficient due to fluorophore by the
PMBF/CONTN algorithm using the measurement data of ex-
periment #6, i.e., a 1.0-cm3 spherical target embedded in
2.8 cm deep �centroid 0.5, −1.5, 1.5� under imperfect uptake.
Figure 6�a� shows the actual distribution of the absorption
coefficient due to fluorophore in Z=1.4-cm plane through the
target. Figure 6�b� demonstrates the reconstructed target in
Z=1.4-cm plane through the target using an initial guess of
uniform �axf

0 to be 0.002 cm−1 and the initial Lagrange mul-
tiplier �0 calculated by the modified method of Breitfeld and
Shanno39 �results of experiment #1 using the same lower and
upper bounds are given in Table 3�. The CPU time required
for both these cases and the RMSE, location, and size of the
target are nearly the same �Tables 3 and 4�. Thus we have
seen the efficiency and accuracy of the PMBF/CONTN algo-
rithm do not depend on the values of the lower and upper
bounds providing these values based on physical consider-
ations.

In summary, the target depth studies demonstrated the ca-
pability of the algorithm to accurately detect single 1.0-cm3

spherical targets located up to 2.8 cm deep under both perfect
and imperfect conditions.

3.3 Small Target Reconstruction �Single and Multiple
Spherical Targets�

The absorption coefficient due to the fluorescent �axf
was

reconstructed for experiments #7–8. Figure 7 illustrates in
plane through Z=2.4, the PMBF recovery of absorption coef-
ficient due to fluorophore from referenced fluorescent mea-
surements made under perfect uptake conditions for experi-
ment #8 �similar results were obtained using experiment #7�.
Table 5 summarizes all the computed runs of experiments
#7–8. Figure 7�a� corresponds to the actual spatial distribu-
tion of fluorescence absorption coefficient, �axf

, when mul-
tiple spherical targets of volume �0.55 cm3 were placed
1.4 cm away from the surface. Figure 7�b� demonstrates the
reconstructed target using an initial guess of uniform �axf

0 to
be 0.003 cm−1 and the initial Lagrange multipliers chosen to
be �i

0=1000. As before, we also found that the initial
Lagrange multiplier of �i

0=1, 10, and 100 resulted in smaller
target sizes and displaced reconstructed targets locations with-
out artifacts. Figure 7�c� shows the reconstructed targets using
the computed value of �i

0. These results were obtained using
Mesh 1. In each case the reconstructed single and multiple
targets were clearly distinguishable from surroundings with-
out artificats and the sizes of the reconstructed targets were
smaller than the true targets. The centroid of the reconstructed

targets and the actual location of the targets are given in Table
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5. However, the targets were reconstructed close to their ac-
tual location with no artifcats as shown in Fig. 7.

As before, we also used the fine mesh �Mesh 2� for image
reconstruction. Figure 8 shows the recovery of absorption co-
efficients �axf

of three targets in plane through Z=2.4. Figure
8�a� shows the true distribution of the absorption coefficient
due to fluorophore while Fig. 8�b� illustrates the reconstructed
targets using the initial Lagrange multiplier of �0=1000. Fig-
ure 8�c� was reconstructed using the computed �0. It is seen
that the volume of the reconstructed targets in the fine mesh
slightly smaller than that of coarse mesh �Table 5�. Hence the
results show that a finer mesh provides a reconstructed vol-
ume closer to the actual volume. They also show that the
maximum absorption coefficients in the target region are
slightly smaller using the fine mesh rather than the coarse
mesh. That is, the reconstructed values are closer to the true
values as the mesh was refined. This shows that we need finer
meshes as the depth of the target increase. However, the lo-
cations of the reconstructed images using both the finite ele-
ment meshes were at the same locations as the true images.
The RSME using the fine mesh was slightly less than that of
the coarse mesh �Table 5�. Again, more CPU time was re-
quired when the initial value of �0 were calculated �Table 5�.
However, it should be noted that the overall CPU times could
be higher if the trial-and-error method to find the Lagrange
multipliers was used.

Both PMBF/CONTN and a Bayesian approach �AEKF�41

were used for the breast-shaped phantom studies. The refer-
enced fluorescence measurement of intensity and phase shift
were used in both algorithms to find the 3-D map of absorp-
tion coefficient due to fluorophore in the interior of the phan-
tom. Details of the Bayesian method have presented
elsewhere.41 To compare the performance of both algorithms,
we have calculated the volumes of the reconstructed targets
and found the centroid locations of the reconstructed targets.
Results of experiments #2, 4, 6, and 8 using AEKF are dis-
cussed in Ref. 41. It was found that the reconstructed image
using the AEKF was slightly shifted from the original location
�Table 3 in Ref. 41� while the PMBF/CONTN reconstructed
the images at the close to actual location as given in Table 6.
It was found that the AEKF underestimated the actual depth
of the target as the depth increases.41 It was stated in Ref. 41
that the volume of the reconstructed target was sensitive to the
threshold value of the reconstructed parameter and the thresh-
old values were problem-dependent. The threshold value ob-
tained for each experimental data has no mathematical foun-
dation and was found from ground truth. A minimum-variance
approach is used in the AEKF method. In this method the
measurement error covariance and dynamically estimated pa-
rameter error covariance are used for the regularization of the
ill-conditioned problem. While in the PMBF/CONTN
method, the barrier and Lagrange multipliers regularize the
solution. The PMBF method will converge, providing the
Lagrange multipliers are positive.38 Furthermore, an active
constrained optimization method is utilized. In this method
we divide the optimization variables in three parts based upon
their local gradients, and accordingly these variables satisfy
the lower and the upper bounds conditions.28 Hence there is
no threshold required. We have seen that volumes of the re-

constructed images are slightly higher than the actual volume
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using a coarse mesh �Mesh 1�, but the volumes reduced con-
siderably when a fine mesh �Mesh 2� was used.

Figures 3–5 in Ref. 41 showed there are some artifact ef-
fects using the experiments data specifically for imperfect up-
take �T:B ratio, 100:1� with 10 cm3 spherical target located

Fig. 6 Distribution of absorption coefficient due to fluorophore �axf
cm

1.5� from the surface under imperfect uptake condition at Z=1.4-cm
due to fluorophore, �b� reconstructed image using initial value �axf

0 =0
2.04 and 2.82 cm deep. The artifacts increase as the depth of
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the target increases. We have seen in Figs. 6 and 7 in Ref. 41
that the artifacts were very high when three targets were re-
constructed while the PMBF method reconstructed images
without artifacts as shown in Figures 4–8.

To summarize, we have demonstrated that the algorithm

h 1.0 cm3 spherical target located at 2.8 cm deep �centroid 0.5, −1.5,
hrough the target, �a� actual distribution of the absorption coefficient
m−1 and calculated �0 �experiment #6, Mesh 1�.
−1 wit
plane t
.002 c
based on the PMBF method with constrained optimization
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Fig. 7 Distribution of absorption coefficient due to fluorophore �axf
cm−1, three spherical targets of volumes 0.5–0.6 cm3 located 1.2–1.4 cm deep

from the surface �centroids, −1.0, −3.0, 1.8; −1.0,2.0,2.9; 2.0, −1.0, 3.0� under perfect uptake condition at Z=2.4-cm plane through the targets,
�a� actual distribution of the absorption coefficient due to fluorophore, �b� reconstructed image using initial value �axf

0 =0.003 cm−1 and �0

=1000, �c� reconstructed image using initial value �0 =0.003 cm−1 and calculated �0 �experiment #8, Mesh 1�.
axf
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technique �CONTN� and the combination of the modified
Breitfeld and Shanno method to calculate the Lagrange mul-
tipliers successfully reconstructs targets close to their true lo-
cations without artifacts for all the eight different experimen-
tal cases.

4 Conclusions
A novel, computationally efficient penalty-modified barrier

Table 5 Summary of figures of targets reconstruc
as a function of initial value of the absorption co
initial Lagrange multiplier �0=1000 as well as ca
�Experiments #7–8� using Mesh 1 and Mesh 2.

Exp.
Lagrange

�0
Time
�min.�

Centroid
�xyz� �cm

7d Actual −0.5−2.5 1

�0=1000 26 −0.5−2.4 1

Cal �0a 30 −0.6−2.5 1

7d Actual −0.5−2.5 1

�0=1000 60 −0.6−2.5 1

Cal �0a 170 −0.6−2.5 1

8e Actual −1.0−3.0 1

−1.0 2.0 2

2.0 −1.0 3

�0=1000 24 −0.9 −2.9

−0.8 2.9 2

1.9 −1.0 2

Cal �0a 31 −0.9 −2.8

−0.8 1.8 2

1.8 −1.0 2

8e Actual

�0=1000 110 −1.0 −2.9

−1.0 1.9 2

1.9 −1.0 2

Cal �0a 190 −1.0 −2.9

−1.0 1.9 2

1.9 −0.9 2

aUsing calculated Lagrange multiplier �i
0 �Ref. 28�.

bRoot mean square error �RMSE, Eq. �10��.
cMesh 1 �coarse� with 6956 nodes, Mesh 2 �fine� with
dLower and upper bound �0.003, 0.3�.
eLower and upper bounds �0.003, 747�.
fMaximum absorption coefficient due to fluorophore in t
function method and simple bound constrained truncated
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Newton with trust region method was used for fluorescence-
enhanced optical tomography using point illumination/
collection geometries. For diagnostic and prognostic breast
imaging, an algorithm should be developed so that it is ca-
pable of reconstructing single and multiple targets of small
volumes at different locations in a large tissue volume. With
these objectives in mind, we demonstrate that our algorithm
reconstructs targets of different sizes embedded at different

PU time, and the root mean square error �RMSE�
nt due to fluorophore �axf

0 =0.003 cm−1 and the
d �0 �Ref. 28� for perfect uptake measurements

RMSEb Meshc
Volume
�cm3�

Maxf

�axf
�cm−1�

1 �0.5 0.3

0.010 1 0.9 0.16

0.010 1 0.9 0.17

2 �0.5 0.3

0.005 2 0.8 0.18

0.005 2 0.8 0.17

1 �0.55 0.747

�0.55 0.747

�0.55 0.747

0.048 1 0.95 0.373

0.049 0.91 0.358

0.047 0.95 0.373

0.039 1 0.92 0.0388

0.040 0.96 0.393

0.042 0.95 0.403

2

0.0437 2 0.81 0.400

0. 0425 0.88 0.410

0.0438 0.87 0.420

0.0412 2 0.88 0.480

0.0423 0.86 0.491

0.0412 0.85 0.472

nodes and 94,767.

t region.
tion, C
efficie
lculate
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Fig. 8 Distribution of absorption coefficient due to fluorophore �axf
cm−1, three spherical targets of volumes 0.5–0.6 cm3 located 1.2–1.4 cm deep

from the surface �centroids, −1.0, −3.0, 1.8; −1.0,2.0,2.9; 2.0, −1.0, 3.0� under perfect uptake condition at Z=2.4-cm plane through the targets,
�a� actual distribution of the absorption coefficient due to fluorophore, �b� reconstructed image using initial value �axf

0 =0.003 cm−1 and �0

=1000, �c� reconstructed image using initial value �0 =0.003 cm−1 and calculated �0 �experiment #8, Mesh 2�.
axf
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combination of penalty barrier function method and simple
bound constrained method makes the algorithm efficient and
the use of the Breitfeld and Shanno method for computing the
initial Lagrange multipliers removed the need to have a priori
information. It was shown that the algorithm can reconstruct
completely accurate images to its true locations without arti-
ficats using measurements that have a low single to noise ratio
�SNR� as well as high discretization error in forward solution.
We have used image RMSE as quantitative measures of a
spatially varying absorption coefficient due to fluorophore in
order to produce a compact summary that could easily be
compared across the large number of images produced in this
study. The performance of the algorithm was not affected by
the choice of the initial guess of the absorption coefficient due
to fluorophore as long as the initial value lies within the lower
and the upper bounds. Furthermore, the algorithm is not
geometry-dependent, since it has been successfully used to
reconstruct 3-D images from 2-D area illumination and area
detection measurement.28 Our demonstration of image recon-
struction was implemented under perfect and imperfect con-
dition and with depth of penetrations up to 2.8 cm, and the
volume of the smallest spherical target was 0.5 cm3. Future
work will focus on reconstruction of targets of volumes less
than 0.5 cm3 and at greater depths than 2.8 cm with multiple
targets, and with lower concentration of the fluorophore. In
order to accomplish these goals, improvement in excitation
light rejection is required.
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